Website hosting services proposal
Federalist is a compliant web publishing service for open source static sites managed by the
General Services Administration. Federalist is designed for content teams so they can build and
launch websites for federal offices, commissions, policy programs, and targeted campaigns in a
matter of days or weeks, instead of months. With Federalist taking care of the hosting and
compliance, content teams can focus on the design and content knowing that your site will be
fast, reliable, secure and ready for the traffic coming your way.
You can use our growing set of 508-compliant templates to as a starting place that you can
easily customize, or bring your own design team and start from scratch with Jekyll or Hugo.
Once your team is comfortable with working in markdown and with GitHub (we provide training!),
you’ll be able to easily edit and update your content without change orders or outside teams.

Access to Federalist for one year

$24,949

Via Inter-agency Agreement with GSA, billed monthly

Included in each subscription

Plus

- GSA-maintained ATO for all sites you
take live on Federalist

- Unlimited additional sites for your
office as needed

- Web-based configuration settings for
each site depending on your needs

- No charges for storage or bandwidth

- Automated previews before going
live

- Basic Federalist & GitHub training

- Highly scalable content delivery
network to ensure uptime
- HTTPS certificates and renewals for
your live and demo URLs

Easy & powerful

Fully customizable

Secure & scalable

Features included with Federalist
Built-in compliance
GSA Authority to Operate
Federalist’s carries a three year GSA ATO at the Low Impact Level as of February 7, 2017.

FedRAMP authorized platform and infrastructure
Federalist is deployed on Amazon Web Services (AWS) GovCloud infrastructure (FedRAMP
JAB PATO at the High Impact Level), extensively leveraging services from cloud.gov
(FedRAMP JAB PATO at the Moderate Impact Level).

Rapid development, publish with confidence
Site templates
You can kickstart your design process with one of our 508-compliant templates so you
can spend more time on the content.

Easy deployment
Federalist has automatic deployment mechanisms for Jekyll and Hugo sites, as well as
other static web assets.

Easy previews and content approvals
Federalist lets you preview your entire site before updating the live URL. This lets your
team and stakeholders verify and publish with confidence.

End-to-end support
Easy on- and off-boarding
Your code and content are always under your control. It is easy to move your sites on or
off Federalist at any time.

Support for all of your office’s sites
Our content delivery network seamlessly supports your custom URLs. And custom get 404
pages via a support ticket to the Federalist team.

Federalist community
Share and reuse code easily across agencies and vendors using Federalist. Partners
include Education, Interior, NSF, PCLOB, Treasury, DHS, and GSA.

Easy & powerful

Fully customizable

Secure & scalable

